GUIDELINES FOR Labs (MyMathLab)

- MyMathLab provides two types of lab exercises—labs for practice (Practice Labs) and labs for grade (Lab Quizzes). Practice Labs have the same content and types of problems as Lab Quizzes.

- Due dates for Lab Quizzes are given on the class schedule in the syllabus. It is highly recommended that students record these dates in a calendar or day planner.

- Practice Labs may be used as many times as necessary to prepare for the corresponding Lab Quizzes and must be completed with a grade of 80 or higher prior to attempting Lab Quizzes.

- **WRITTEN WORK FOR EACH LAB QUIZ** is required to be submitted in order to receive maximum points.

- Each Lab Quiz allows only one submitted attempt. Student can access and continue at any time before due dates. Failure to submit the lab on time, students will receive a grade of 0 after due dates.

- **Logging off any Lab Quizzes without submitting will not deny access.**

- Students who have difficulty using MyMathLab with their home (or other) computer should remember that the math labs on any CCCC campus (D141 at PRC) have computers available for their use.

- Students are responsible for submitting Lab Quizzes by 11:59 p.m.(CT) of the due date given in the syllabus.

- **Students who wait until the last minute to complete Lab Quizzes will not be allowed access to that lab(s) if a problem is encountered. Late labs will receive a grade of 0.**